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Offers with this promise to his customers: leave

●

Joy to move your emotions.

mediocrity far behind – NOW !

●

Wisdom to touch your soul.

●

Trainings & Events to unite them all for

●

Music to move your body.

●

Inspiration to move your mental mind.

maximum impact.

Clearly creative but utterly lost and at the verge of suicide

ever. In 2012 he organized “LunchBeat Berlin” and got

he left his home country Sweden at the age of 23 in

massive national and international media coverage (the

pursuit of a sense of meaning to life. 27 years later

main German media, Reuters. In US, Oprah Winfrey

awakening came. And went after three hours. A fine and

reported on the phenomena of Dancing your Lunch).

radical shift followed and since then the inner game, any
psycho-systemic-soul-spirit stuff speeded up and

He has entertained a quarter of million people so far. His

lightened up immensely.

voice is used for radio and TV commercials in Swedish

“Getting” from life diminished and “Giving” became focus.

and German. He has committed the rest of his life to

Soon it got clear that his job is to guide people to lighten

methods, systems and technologies that support life´s

up, specially creatives, likes artists and entrepreneurs.

Greatness. His reverence and gratitude to the most

… to form an Army of Rejoicers ...

In the years of “hardship” he studied history, cultural and
communication sciences (Lund, Sweden and HdK / UdK
Berlin) and got trained in stage performance, voice
expression, dance therapy & mediation, integrative
breath work, sex counseling, business & life coaching,
matrix energetics and intuition & mediality. He is a recent
graduate from 1) Ryan Eliason´s worldwide business
training for socially conscious entrepreneurs, 2) Ken
Wilber´s “Super Human Operating System” program and
3) Success Resources´ / Blair Singer´s “Train the Trainer”.
He is a certified Social Meditations Leader and a skilled

influential teachers on that path: Osho, Veeresh, Cyrus,
Thomas Hübl and Ken Wilber. The underlying quality of
his life is a creative path of a spiritual warrior. He is an
aspiring music producer and loves dancing.
Events, talks and workshops are offered from Summer
2015 and on. He says: “I love to speak and work with
people on the issues Sex, Evolution and Spirit, I love it!
They are so juicy. And the blend of them is true nectar.
Come taste it!”
Passion for:
●

Big enlightening Events.

●

High impact sacred Entrepreneurship to be an

group dynamics facilitator with 15 years of experience as
a group leader for creative and transformational work. He

integral contribution to humanity.
●

is the initiator / founder of “TanzSpass Köln”, Cologne´s
first smoke free disco since the year 2000. The “barefoot
boogie”-like dance party is today rocking stronger than

Holistic Health; get body, emotions, mental,
wealth, socio-cultural and global in balance.

●

Teaching and Leading.

Talks are given live and online. Locations for live events is presently Berlin, Germany. Feel free to invite him
elsewhere. Further information with links to all relevant social media: www.jannhov.de

www.jannhov.de
joyofnow@jannhov.de
Google+ and Facebook: search my name P. Ola Jannhov
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+49 179 1189404
Twitter: @WisJay_Ola

A short talk for mutual assessment is for free.
ola.skyping (with appointment)
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